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Abstract

A differential-difference polynomial is a polynomial in f(z) , its shifts,
its derivatives and derivatives of its shifts. In this paper, we investigate
the problem of uniqueness of a non-constant meromorphic function f(z)
and its differential- difference polynomial P[f] . We also investigate the
study of equations involving differential- difference polynomials and also
study the relation between the orders of P[f] and f .
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1 Introduction and Definitions

A meromorphic (respectively entire) function always means a non-constant
function meromorphic (respectively analytic) in the complex plane. Nevan-
linna theory of value distribution is concerned with the density of points where
a meromorphic function takes a certain value in the complex plane. It is also
assumed that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of Nevanlinna
Theory, see e.g. [3], such as the characteristic function T(r, f), proximity
function m(r, f), counting function N(r, f) and so on. In addition, S(r, f)
denotes any quantity that satisfies the condition that S(r, f)= o(T(r, f)) as
r→∞outsideapossibleexceptionalsetoffinitelogarithimicmeasure.
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We say that two meromorphic functions f and g share the value a (belonging
to extended complex plane) CM (IM) provided that

f(z) ≡ a

if and only if
g(z) ≡ a,

counting multiplicity (ignoring multiplicity). In the sequel, a meromorphic
function a (z) is called a small function of f if and only if T [r, a(z)] = o[T (r, f)]
as r →∞ outside a possible exceptional set of finite logarithimic measure. For
a meromorphic function f(z), we use S(f) to denote the family of all meromor-
phic functions a(z) that satisfy T(r,a)=S(r,f). Such functions are called small
functions with respect to f(z).

Order of an entire or meromorphic function is defined by

ρ(f) = lim
r→∞

logT (r, f)

logr
= lim

r→∞
loglogM(r, f)

logr
,

where M(r,f) = Max. |f(z)| for |z| = r.
Let c be a non-zero complex costant then for a meromorphic function f(z),

we define its shift by f(z+c) and its difference operator by

∆cf(z) = f(z + c)− f(z),

∇cf(z) = f(z)− f(z − c),
∆mcf(z) = f(z +mc)− f(z),

where m is a positive integer

∆n
c f(z) = ∆n

c
−1(∆cf(z)),

n∈ N, n ≥ 2,

=
∑n

k=0
(−1)k.n!
k!.(n−k)!

f(z + n− k.c).

Inparticular,∆n
c f(z) = ∆nf(z)forc = 1.

Wedefine Differential - difference Monomialas
M [f ] =

∏k
i=0

∏m
j=0[f (j)(z + cij)]

n

ij
where cij are complex constants , and nij are natural numbers , i= 0, 1, ... ,k
and j=0, 1, ... ,m. Then the degree of M[f] will be the sum of all the powers
in the product on the right hand side.

DEFINITION : Let
M1[f ],M2[f ], ...
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denote the distinct monomials in f, and

a1(z), a2(z), ...

be the small meromorphic functions including complex numbers then

P [f ] = P [z, f ] =
∑
j∈∆

aj(z).Mj[f ]

where ∆ is a finite set of multi- indices, aj(z) are small functions of f, Mj[f ]
are differential- difference monomials,
will be called a differential- difference polynomial in f, which is a finite sum of
products of f , derivatives of f, their shifts, and derivatives of its shifts ( see
e.g. [8]). We define the total degree d of P[z, f] in f as

d = Max.︸ ︷︷ ︸
j∈∆

dM j .

If all the terms in the summation of P[f] have same degrees, then P[f] is known
as homogeneous differential- difference polynomial. Throughout this paper we
take P[f] such that T(r, P) 6= S(r, f).

Linear Difference Polynomial is defined as the Difference polynomial of
degree one.

Uniqueness Theory of Meromorphic functions is an important part of Nevan-
linna Theory. Recently number of papers have focussed on the Nevanlinna
Theory with respect to difference operators. Then many authors started to
investigate the uniqueness of meromorphic functions sharing values with their
shifts or difference operators.

2 Preliminaries

Many results pertaining to the differential equations in the complex domain
involving differential polynomials have been obtained. Barker and Singh [1]
have proved the following theorem:

THEOREM A: No transcendental meromorphic function f(z) with N(r, f)
= S(r, f) can satisfy an equation of the form

b1f
nM [f ] + b2M [f ] + b3 = 0, b1 6= 0

where M[f] is a monomial of degree 1.
We extend this result for a differential difference polynomial in Theorem 1.

It is a well known result that order of an entire or meromorphic function
is equal to the order of its derivative. The result that order of a differential
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difference polynomial in f is equal to the order of f , under some conditions on
zeros and poles of f , have been proved in Theorem 3.

The subject in the uniqueness of the entire function sharing values with
its derivative was initiated by Rubel and Yang [6]. It is natural to ask about
the pattern in uniqueness of a non- constant meromorphic function with a
differential difference polynomial in f. It is pertinent to mention that differen-
tial difference polynomial includes general differential polynomials, difference
operators, and shifts.

3 Main Results

THEOREM 1:
No transcendental meromorphic function f(z) of finite order with
N(r, f) = S(r, f) can satisfy a differential- difference equation of the form

b1f
nP [z, f ] + b2P [z, f ] + b3 = 0, b1 6= 0, ...(1)

where n is a positive integer , bi, i = 1, 2, ...3 are small functions and P[z,
f] is a non- constant differential- difference polynomial in f of degree d having
p terms, provided n is strictly greater than (p-1).d.

THEOREM 2:
No transcendental meromorphic function f(z) of finite order with
N(r, f) = S(r, f) can satisfy a differential- difference equation of the form

b1f
nP [z, f ] +Q[z, f ] = 0, b1 6= 0, ...(2)

where n is a positive integer, b1 is a small function and P[z, f], Q[z, f] are
non- constant distinct differential- difference polynomial in f and Q is of degree
at most (n-1).

THEOREM 3:
Let f(z) be a transcendental meromorphic function of finite order satisfying

N(r, 0, f) +N(r, f) = S(r, f),

and P[z, f] is a differential- difference polynomial of degree d having p terms,
then the corresponding orders of f(z) and P[z, f] are same.

THEOREM 4:
Let f(z) be a transcendental meromorphic function of finite order satisfying
N(r, f) = S(r, f) and

N(r, 0, f) ≤ λT (r, f), λ ∈ (0, 1/2).
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Let P[z, f] be a homogeneous differential- difference polynomial of degree d
having p terms.If

P [z, f ], fd

share a non-zero small function a(z) (6=∞)IM , and

P [z, f ]/fd

be non-constant, then

P [z, f ] ≡ fd.

If the condition on N(r, f) is dropped in Theorem 4, then we have the
following result:

THEOREM 5:
Let f(z) be a transcendental meromorphic function of finite order satisfying

N(r, 0, f) ≤ λT (r, f), λ ∈ (0, 1/2).

Let P[z, f] be a homogeneous differential- difference polynomial of degree d
having p terms.If

P [z, f ], fd

share two distinct non-zero small functions a(z), b(z) (6=∞)IM , and

P [z, f ]/fd

be non-constant, then

P [z, f ] ≡ fd.

If f(z) is a transcendental entire function, then we have the following result:
THEOREM 6:

Let f(z) be a transcendental entire function of finite order satisfying

N(r, 0, f) ≤ λT (r, f), λ ∈ (0, 1/2).
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Let P[z, f] be a homogeneous differential- difference polynomial of degree d
having p terms.If

P [z, f ], fd

share one non-zero small function a(z) (6=∞)IM , and

P [z, f ]/fd

be non-constant, then

P [z, f ] ≡ fd.

For the proof of the results we need the following lemmas:

LEMMA 1(Clunie type lemma([5,7]): Let f(z) be a non- constant
meromorphic function of finite order such that

fnP [z, f ] = Q[z, f ],

where P[z, f], Q[z, f] are differential-difference polynomials in f. If the degree
of Q[z, f] as a polynomial in f and its shifts is at most n, then

m(r, P [z, f ]) = S(r, f).

LEMMA 2 ([3], p .69): Let f(z) be a non- constant transcendental mero-
morphic function of finite order and

g(z) = [f(z)]n + Pn−1[f ],

where Pn−1[f ] is a differential polynomial of degree at most (n-1) in f, and
that N(r, 0, g) + N(r, f) = S(r, f) then

g(z) = [h(z)]n, h(z) = f(z) +
1

n
α(z)

and
[h(z)]n−1.α(z)

is obtained by substituting h(z) for f(z), h’(z) for f’(z) etc. in the terms of
degree (n-1) in Pn−1[f ].
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4 Proofs of the Main Results

PROOF OF THEOREM 1:

We first consider the case
n ≥ 2.

Let there exists a function f(z) satisfying the equation (1). Clearly,

b3 6= 0,

for else f is rational or T(r, f) = S(r, f) and both are not possible. From (1),
we have

fn +
b2

b1

=
−b3

b1.P [z, f ]
= G(say)...(3)

It follows by using N(r, f) = S(r, f) that

N(r,
1

G
) = N(r,

−b1.P [z, f ]

b3

) = S(r, f).

Therefore, by using Lemma 2, we have

G(z) = (f(z))n,

and so
b2/b1 = 0,

that is,
b2 = 0.

Using this in (1), we have

b1.f
nP [z, f ] + b3 = 0,

Therefore,

T (r, fn.P [z, f ]) =
−b3

b1

= S(r, f)...(4)
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Now, using N(r, f) = S(r, f) ,

T (r,
P [z, f ]

fd
) ≤

p∑
j=1

[T (r,
Mj[f ]

fdj
) + T (r,

1

fd−dj
)]

≤
p∑

j=1

[N(r,
Mj[f ]

fdj
) + (d− dj)T (r, f)] + S(r, f)

= p.d.T (r, f) + S(r, f)....(5)

Using (4) and (5), we have

(n+ d)T (r, f) = T (r,
1

fn+d
) +O(1)

≤ T (r,
P [z, f ]

fd
.

1

fn.P [z, f ]
) +O(1)

= p.d.T (r, f) + S(r, f),

which is a contradiction since n is strictly greater than (p-1)d. Hence the
theorem is true if

n ≥ 2.

Next if n=1, then from (3), we get

G = f +
b2

b1

,

so that

P [f ] = Q1[G],

whereQ1[G] is some differential polynomial in G. Also from (3), we have

G.P [f ] =
−b3

b1

,
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and so G.Q1[G] = −b3
b1
.

Applying Lemma 1, it follows that

m(r,Q1[G]) = S(r,G) = S(r, f).

But G = f + b2
b1
, and therefore T(r, f) = S(r, f). This contradiction proves

the theorem.

PROOF OF THEOREM 2:

On the contrary, let there exists a transcendental meromorphic function
satisfying (2) then

fnP [f ] =
−Q[f ]

b1

,

and applying Lemma1, it follows that

m(r, P [f ]) = S(r, f),

and consequently

T (r, P [f ]) = S(r, f)

as

N(r, f) = S(r, f).

Using this we have

nT (r, f) = T (r, fn)

= T (r,
−Q[f ]

b1.P [f ]
)

≤ T (r,Q[f ]) + T (r, P [f ]) + S(r, f)

≤ m(r,Q[f ]) + S(r, f)
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≤ (n− 1)m(r, f) + S(r, f),

a contradiction. This proves the result.

PROOF OF THEOREM 3:

Suppose f(z) is a transcendental meromorphic function of finite order. Us-
ing

N(r, 0, f) +N(r, f) = S(r, f)

we have

dT (r, f) = T (r, fd)

≤ m(r,
P

fd
) +N(r,

P

fd
) + T (r, P ) + 0(1)

≤ T (r, P ) + S(r, f)

and thus
ρf ≤ ρP ...(6)

Further, we have
T (r, P ) ≤ d.T (r, f) + S(r, f)

and thus
ρP ≤ ρf ...(7)

From (6) and (7), we have
ρf = ρP .

Thus the orders of f(z) and P[z, f] are same.

PROOF OF THEOREM 4:
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Suppose on the contrary, the assertion that

P [z, f ] 6= fd.

Using Nevanlinna’s Second Fundamental Theorem , Lemma 1 and given con-
ditions , we get

dT (r, f) = T (r, fd) +O(1)

≤ N̄(r, fd) + N̄(r, 0, fd) + N̄(r, a(z), fd) + S(r, f)

≤ N̄(r,
P [z, f ]

fd
, 1) + λdT (r, f) + S(r, f), λ ∈ (0, 1/2)

≤ T (r,
P [z, f ]

fd
) + λdT (r, f) + S(r, f), λ ∈ (0, 1/2)

= N(r,
P [z, f ]

fd
) + λdT (r, f) + S(r, f), λ ∈ (0, 1/2)

≤ N(r,
1

fd
) + λdT (r, f) + S(r, f), λ ∈ (0, 1/2)

≤ 2λdT (r, f) + S(r, f), λ ∈ (0, 1/2)

≺ dT (r, f) + S(r, f)

which is a contradiction, therefore

P [z, f ] ≡ fd.

PROOF OF THEOREM 5:

Suppose on the contrary, the assertion that

P [z, f ] 6= fd.

Using Nevanlinna’s Second Fundamental Theorem, Lemma 1 and the given
condition , we get:

dT (r, f) = T (r, fd) +O(1)
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≤ N̄(r, b(z), fd) + N̄(r, 0, fd) + N̄(r, a(z), fd) + S(r, f)

≤ N̄(r,
P [z, f ]

fd
, 1) + λdT (r, f) + S(r, f), λ ∈ (0, 1/2)

≤ T (r,
P [z, f ]

fd
) + λdT (r, f) + S(r, f), λ ∈ (0, 1/2)

= N(r,
P [f ]

fd
) + λdT (r, f) + S(r, f), λ ∈ (0, 1/2)

≤ N(r,
1

fd
) + λdT (r, f) + S(r, f), λ ∈ (0, 1/2)

≤ λdT (r, f) + S(r, f), λ ∈ (0, 1/2)

≺ dT (r, f) + S(r, f)

a contradiction,therefore,

P [f ] ≡ fd.

PROOF OF THEOREM 6:

The proof is on the same lines as in Theorem 4 and Theorem 5.

SOME REMARKS:

1. The condition
N(r, f) = S(r, f)

in Theorems 1 and 2 is essential, for consider the equation

2f 2.f − (f ′′ + f) = 0.

This equation has
f(z) = secz

as its solution and clearly

N(r, f) 6= S(r, f).
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2. The condition
N(r, f) = S(r, f)

in Theorems 4-6 is essential because one can take

f(z) = cosecz, P [f ] = f(z + 1)− f(z), d = 1,

then the condition

N(r,
P [z, f ]

fd
) ≤ N(r,

1

fd
)

is not satisfied.
3. The Clunie type of results as Lemma 1 regarding differential-difference poly-
nomial are mainly useful for dealing with the problems relating to entire or
meromorphic solutions of finite order for certain types of differential-difference
equations.

EXAMPLES:

1. The number of shared values in Theorem 5 is best possible: Let

f(z) = 1 + tan2z = sec2z

then we take
P [f ] = f(z ± π

2
) = 1 + cot2z = cosec2z

Here f(z) is non- constant meromorphic function of finite order and P[f] is
of degree one. Also , we observe that N(r, 0, f) = S(r, f). It can be easily seen
that P[f] , fd

share one finite non- zero value (i. e. 2 IM) and

P [f ] 6= fd.

Thus, in Theorem 5, the number of shared values can not be further reduced
which implies that two is best possible.

2. Let
f(z) = ezlog2
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and

P [f ] = f(z + 1)− f(z)

Here f(z) is non- constant entire function of finite order, P[f] is of degree
one and N(r, 0, f) = S(r, f) and f and P[f] share a IM and we have

f ≡ P [f ].

where the exceptional set associated with S(r,f) is of at most finite loga-
rithimic measure. Thus Theorem 6 is true.
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